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several powerful parties at the important routes and the obvious virgin 
lines in the Bernina and East Bergell massifs, with gratifying results. In 
later years, in remission of sorts but still in pain, Robin was active abroad, 
frequently with his wife Pam – an AC member in her own right – or various 
other companions, in the Picos, the Atlas, the Rockies, East Africa and 
elsewhere, inevitably resulting in yet more useful publications. 

A family man with three daughters, Robin was highly regarded by both 
friends and business associates. He was a kindly, generous chap and good 
company, typically expounding his encyclopaedic knowledge of his subject 
while smoking a cigar or black cheroot before adding pointed comments 
laced with his usual dry humour. But despite his valuable input to the 
mountaineering world, some who knew Robin only by repute considered 
him controversial. Who was Collomb to pontificate about the Alps? A 
friend once jested that he’d climbed the voie normale on every significant 
alpine summit. While obviously an overstatement, when taken together 
with his comprehensive filing system, it qualified Robin to speak with 
considerable authority. How dare he make money from guidebooks! Surely 
the clubs should produce these at cost? But they didn’t. And only recently 
have they got round to paying expenses and even small fees. The fact is 
that after West Col swung into action, guides to almost every Alpine area 
appeared, guides which would otherwise never have been published, and 
many delightful areas would have remained terra incognita to climbers from 
Britain and abroad. We owe Robin Collomb a considerable debt. 

John Cleare

Kekoo Naoroji Award
The Kekoo Naoroji Book Award was founded by the Naoroji family 

in memory of Kekoo Naoroji, past president and great supporter of the 
Himalayan Club. Each year the award is given to an outstanding book on 
a Himalayan subject from entries received. In 2014, Tony Smythe won the 
prize for his outstanding memoir My Father, Frank. Tony Smythe writes: 
‘The Kekoo Naoroji Himalayan Literature Award ceremony followed 
Lindsay Griffin’s lecture, Escape from Mongolia. I was called to the platform 
and Rishad Naoroji presented me with a certificate and a superb, lavishly 
produced volume of Himalayan photos taken by his illustrious climbing 
and environmentalist father Kekoo. This was accompanied by the presen-
tation by the honorary treasurer, Divyesh Muni, of a freestanding metal 
shield inscribed with the HC logo.

‘After my words of appreciation I then gave a talk with slides on My 
Father, Frank, the book and the man, rounding this off with a showing of 
the 1983 version of the BBC’s TV production of the 1931 Kamet expedition 
film, with its professional commentary, perhaps more watchable than the 
somewhat hilarious BBC version of 1965. This is an opportunity for me to 
record my thanks to my hosts, and particularly organiser Rajesh Gadgil, 
for their great kindness, generosity and efficiency during my trip to India.’

Tony Smythe receives his Kekoo Naoroji Himalayan Literature Award from 
Rishad Naoroji and Divyesh Muni at the Himalayan Club. 

Lines of Ascent: William Heaton Cooper
A certain generation of us grew up with William Heaton Cooper’s guide-

book crag drawings of the Lakes in the little brown Fell and Rock guidebook 
series originally edited by Harry Kelly. The latest exhibition in the archive 
gallery of William’s Grasmere Studio, now the family business selling the 
work of four generations of artists, does much more than simply display his 
original crag drawings. It evokes a whole Lakeland climbing culture of the 
era before the Second World War when these guidebooks were initiated 
and reaches into the present with original drawings by the current Fell and 
Rock crag draftsman, Al Phizacklea, who opened the exhibition. Certainly 
William’s large sketchbook drawings are at the centre of the show, with 
their amazing economy of line and simple repertoire of cross-hatching. But 
photographs, crag paintings, equipment, sketchbooks, letters and notes 
provide an insight into not only William’s commitment to this guidebook 
job, but his unfailing passion for his life’s work – catching the shifting spirit 
of specific mountains at specific moments in all the media and modes avail-
able. So as well as his famous watercolours, there is a Cubist vision of Kirk-
fell from 1930, an oil portrait of Gimmer, a 1938 linocut in three colours 
of ‘Gimmer Crag and Bowfell’ and, from an Alpine sketchbook of 1955, 
two drawings of people crammed into the interior of the old Couvercle Hut 
followed by a pencil sketch of the Grandes Jorasses.

William Heaton Cooper started illustrating Fell and Rock guidebooks 
in 1935 and continued for the next 50 years. The pages of Harry Kelly’s 
diary for 3-6 June 1933 reveal that the first meeting of the guidebook 
committee included ‘AT and AB Hargreaves, HC, self and Speaker, Pollitt 
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and Doughty’. They were hands on. From Manchester Kelly drove for 
the meeting at Thornythwaite and on the Sunday they drove to Honister 
summit, walked to Pillar for Hadrian’s Wall and Nor’ Nor’ West Climb before 
descending to Ennerdale for tea: ‘Left 9.10pm. Honister 10.15pm’. 

So William knew these crags intimately, upwards and downwards 
with his hands and his feet. In a 1938 note William wrote, ‘Many a man 
grows old with a picture in his mind of summer evenings on the Pinnacle. 
Everyone has gone home for dinner, the crag that has been in shadow all 
day wakes up and comes to fresh life as the sun sets ablaze all the signifi-
cant detail of the sound grey rock face that stretches in a clean sweep.’ A 
1936 pencil sketch of Pillar Rock’s west face indicates volumes of mass 
for a later painting, rather than for guidebook purposes. It seems that his 
famous Esk Buttress watercolour with the golden shaft of light beside it – 
William did regard this as a religious painting – derived from a moment 
when he took his sketchbook and pencil out of his climbing sack ‘to remind 
me of the design’.

Of course, William’s son, AC member Julian Cooper, was inevitably 
tempted into the guidebook sketching business. His drawing of Beinn Eighe 
for the SMC Northern Highlands Area 1972 guidebook is on display, as is, 
by way of contrast, his ‘Eiger Face’ of 2005. This huge painting on two 
panels allows the sky only small triangles at the top corners as the full 
majesty of the crag, if one can call it that, literally falls in paint as the light 
catches odd bits of snow. The famous ice fields are ominously dark and 
integrated into the shadowed face. The presence of climbing history is part 
of the spirit of the crag that Julian has evoked here in an extension of his 
father’s work.

Many people would want to pay tribute to the warm memory of using 
William’s guidebook drawings to read Lakeland crags, but few could 
command so much authority as Gwen Moffat, now over 90 years old, 
who has contributed a personal statement to this exhibition: ‘I still have 
those guides: over 60 years old, water-worn, mud-stained, dog-eared and 
annotated, and still consulted.’ She says that William was ‘a man who 
understood the soul of rock [...] something between a realist and an impres-
sionist.’ But almost hidden in the richness of documentation in this exhibi-
tion is a statement from John Hunt. Lining Crag, the evening sun-catcher 
above Eagle Crag, Borrowdale, was one of William’s favourites, on which 
he made a new route, Evening Wall, with his loyal climbing partner, Jim 
Cameron. In August 1939 John Hunt climbed here with William before 
going off to war, taking with him in his kitbag William’s book, The Hills of 
Lakeland. This is, perhaps, the most moving tribute of all.

Terry Gifford

Lines of Ascent, The Heaton Cooper Studio, Grasmere, November 2014 – 
Spring 2015

The First Female Ascent of the Stone King
Dominating the Italian Cottian Alps, Monte Viso or Monviso 

(Occitan:Vísol; Piedmontese: Brich Monviso or Viso) stands higher than all 
its neighbouring peaks by about 500m. From its summit, on a fine day, a 
spectacular 360-degree panorama of the Alps unfolds, a view that inspired 
the title of Will McLewin’s book In Monte Viso’s Horizon; the mountain itself 
can be seen from many miles away. At 3841m Monviso is not the highest 
mountain in the Alps, neither is it the hardest, nor the most dramatic, but 
arguably it is one of the most majestic, fully deserving of its name Il Re di 
Pietra – the Stone King. Not many mountains can boast the same level of 
love and loyalty from the population over which it stands so regally. As 
Paulo Allemano, Mayor of Saluzzo, said of Monviso, it is ‘a mountain that 
speaks to the soul and characterizes our lives.’

The first recorded ascent of Monviso was on 30 August 1861 by William 
Mathews, British mountaineer and a founding member of the Alpine Club 
accompanied by his friend Frederick Jacomb, a French lawyer, the Irish 
naturalist and politician John Ball, first president of the Club, and guides 
Jean-Baptiste and Michel Croz. The second ascent, done the following 
year between 3 and 4 July 1862, was by Francis Fox Tuckett, also a British 
mountaineer and former Alpine Club vice-president. The party on this 
occasion included the first Italian climber, Bartholomew Peyrotte, a moun-
tain guide, and guides Peter and Michel Croz. This group were the first to 
camp for a night on the summit of Monviso.

Monte Viso, also known as Monviso. (Adele Long)


